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Stall Street Journal.

Toilet Time With Traveller
In the beginning…
Traveller started as a student-run initiative following the death of a student in a drunk driving crash.
Traveller was designed to be the third line of defense to get students home safely. First, students were
expected to remain sober, then to call a sober friend, and lastly to call upon Traveller to help them get
home safely.

Traveller Conduct System:
Purpose: to create a system of accountability for students whose conduct within the Traveller system is
not consistent with the values of the University and jeopardizes the safety of others.

Sanctions: can be given by Traveller Dispatchers, Dispatch Drivers, Transit Bus Drivers, and Traveller
Monitors. They will be given to any student who violates established Traveller rules or behave in a way
not consistent with stated University expectations as outlined in the Student Handbook when using
dispatch or transit service. The following are Traveller rules and examples of violations.

Traveller Expectations:
No alcohol or unsealed beverages in any Traveller vehicle (buses or vans)
Treat driver/dispatcher/monitor with respect
One person to a seat (no standing in aisles or sitting on laps)
No roughhousing/ ghting

Examples of Violations:
Refusing to get off an overloaded van/bus when asked
Pushing/shoving causing harm to other students
Physical/verbal abuse of a driver/monitor/dispatcher
Anything else at the discretion of the Traveller Employee

Consequences: The following are the consequences associated with each sanction. Any sanction
considered particularly egregious as determined by the Traveller Chairs may be forwarded to the SJC for
further conduct action.
FIRST SANCTION
$25 Fine
Written Apology
SECOND SANCTION
$50 Fine
Written Apology
Meting with Traveller Chair

THIRD SANCTION
$100 Fine
Written Apology
Meeting with Traveller Chair
SUSPENSION FROM TRAVELLER SYSTEM FOR ONE CALENDAR YEAR
**Refusal to acknowledge or take care of the rst sanction within four weeks of the date of issue will
result in a second sanction.**

Enforcement: Traveller employees will be responsible for enforcing the conduct system.
When a student violates Traveller policy, he/she will be asked to give their full name
and all information for the sanction report. FALSE IDENTIFICATION MAY BE
CONSIDERED AN HONOR VIOLATION!
Traveller is now on Facebook! Become a fan today!
Remember: Traveller is a safe ride home, and your drivers want to keep you safe!
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